
 

 

Assalamu 'alaikum Wa Rahmatullahi Wa Barakaatuhu  
 

    SEERAH OF MUHAMMAD  

  (SalAllahu 'alaihi wa sallam)  
 

         LESSON 1 ⃣0⃣3⃣  
 

 TOPICS: 

 Battle of Banu Quraydha (continued). 

 Abu Rafi Sallam Bin Abul Huqayq is killed. 
 

 BATTLE OF BANU QURAYDHA 

                (CONTINUED)  
 

 Some individuals of Banu Quraydha had embraced Islam before the 
surrender and escaped punishment. The booty amounted to 1500 swords, 
300 coats of mail, 2000 lances, 500 shields, and a large number of goods, 
vessels, and livestock. The Prophet (SalAllahu 'alaihi wa sallam) then kept 
one-fifth of the date palms and the captives, and he divided the rest of the 
booty among the soldiers—the foot soldiers got one part and the cavaliers 
received three parts of the whole—one portion for the soldier and two for 
his horse. 
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 The prisoners were sent to Najd and arms bought in lieu of them. 
However, the Prophet (SalAllahu 'alaihi wa sallam) chose Rayhana bint 
Zayd bin Amr bin Khanafah for himself. It is said that he married her after 
setting her free. She died after the Prophet's Farewell Hajj. 
 

 When the Muslims did away with Banu Quraydha, the prayer of Sa'd 
bin Mu'adh, the righteous servant of Allah, was answered. He lay in a tent 
by the Prophet's mosque so that the Prophet (SalAllahu 'alaihi wa sallam) 
could visit him and inquire after his health. One day a she-goat leaped on 
him and caused his wound to bleed again. Sa'd succumbed to his injury. It 
is said that angels lifted his coffin. 
 

 Abu Lubaba, who had imprisoned himself in the Prophet's mosque 
for his hint to Banu Quraydha about their fate, had spent six nights tied to a 
pillar. His wife would unfasten him at prayer time, and afterwards he would 
again tie himself to the pillar. Then an ayah regarding Abu Lubaba was 
revealed to the Prophet (SalAllahu 'alaihi wa sallam) while he was at Umm 
Salamah's house.  
 

 Allah revealed He had forgiven Abu Lubaba. People rushed to Abu 

Lababa with the good news and tried to untie him, but he refused to be 
unbound saying that none but the Prophet (SalAllahu 'alaihi wa sallam) 
would do it. The Prophet (SalAllahu 'alaihi wa sallam) unfastened him when 
he came out to offer Fajr prayer and events came to a close.  
 

 After the Battle of Banu Quraydha, the Prophet (SalAllahu 'alaihi wa 
sallam) led a number of expeditions to consolidate the peace he had won. 
Some of his important military excursions are described in the following 
section. 
 



       ABU RAFI SALLAM BIN  

     ABUL HUQAYQ IS KILLED   
 

 Abu Rafi was a wealthy Jewish merchant from Hijaz who had settled 
in Khaybar. He was instrumental in organizing the coalition against the 
Muslims. Once the threat of the coalition receded and the Banu Quraydha 
were put to the sword, it was decided that Abu Rafi was too dangerous to 
be left unchecked. Muslims from the Aus tribe had killed Ka'b bin Ashraf 
and eliminated a major threat against the Muslims. 
 

 Their success had brought them acclaim from the community. Now 

the Khazraj tribe wanted the assignment to silence Abu Rafi, and five men 
from among them rose to carry out the mission in Dhul Hijjah, 5 A.H. Abu 
Rafi's fortress lay on the outskirts of Khaybar. The Khazraj men under 
Abdullah bin Atik reached there at sunset. Abdullah asked his men to wait 
nearby and went off by himself to the fortress gate.  
 

 He squatted there casually as if he were one of the inhabitants. The 
watchman saw him and said, "O servant of God, come back in. I need to 
close the gate." Abdullah needed no second invitation. He complied and as 
soon as he entered, he hid himself. Late that night he stole the keys and 
opened the gate to facilitate his escape. Then he headed for Abu Rafi's 
rooms. He took the precaution of locking from inside every door that he 
opened. 
 

 The darkness of the chamber and the slumber of its inhabitants gave 
no clue as to Abu Rafi's whereabouts. "Abu Rafi," Abdullah called out 
softly. "Who is out there?" Abu Rafi asked. Abdullah followed the voice and 
struck Abu Rafi with his sword, managing to injure but not kill him. Abu Rafi 
screamed in pain. Unfazed, Abdullah left the room only to re-enter 
pretending to be one of the household.  



 

 Disguising his voice, he came up and inquired, "Abu Rafi, what was 
that noise?" "May your mother be destroyed! Someone just struck me with 
a sword," Abu Rafi shouted in pain and fury. Abdullah approached him and 
struck once more, but the blow was not fatal. He then plunged the sword 
into Abu Rafi's belly and left him bleeding. He opened the doors one by one 
and came out. The moon was out, but because of his bad vision, Abdullah 
missed his step and hurt his leg. 
 

 His turban wound around his leg, he sat down in the shadows by the 
gate waiting until cockcrow when a man intoned from atop the wall of the 
fortress, "I announce the death of Abu Rafi, the merchant of Hijaz." The 
mission was over, and, satisfied, Abdullah returned to his companions. 
Safe in Madinah again, they reported to the Prophet (SalAllahu 'alaihi wa 
sallam) who saw Abdullah's bandaged leg and ran a hand over it and 
healed it. It was a symbol that one more source of hurt had disappeared, 
and one more enemy had been vanquished. 
 
              To Be Continued... 
 

 

 

  



 

 


